How to Cite Right!

**Citation**

Know the shortcuts! The web page for every PSA Journal article has an Export link at the top. By clicking this, you will see three options for citation export, the bottom of which is just a plain text format.

**Integration**

The downloadable citations are compatible with a range of reference management platforms including: Ris (Zotero), EndNote, BibTex, Medlars, ProCite, RefWorks and Reference Manager.

**Traits**

There are a variety of traits that contribute to a manuscript’s quality. Formatting citations accurately is one of them. If you are unsure of citation formatting, use the downloadable resources and check the formatting guidelines here.

**Elevation**

By properly citing PSA journals, you will improve the quality of your manuscript and help boost the impact factor of these important resources!

---

You can cite research in social media posts by including the doi in your post!